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Dear Journal-Artists, 

The Design of Reading, Resonating, & Responding: 
Highlight parts that you can directly relate to, parts that offer new 
insight, and parts that you want to begin applying in your life. Make 
notes on the margins or use post-its or copy quotes to a separate 
notebook.  Be prepared to share your highlights, notes, and meditate 
on why you have highlighted said parts with another Journal-Artist in 
a reading group. 

The Tortoise and the Hare: In the fable of, “The Tortoise and the 
Hare,” the takeaway is slow and steady wins the race. If you get caught 
up on the fact that tortoises and hares don’t communicate with each 
other let alone run a competition together to see who is faster, you 
have missed the forrest for the trees.

Responding: Responding to the text is the act of embracing its 
concepts into practice. The more you share, resonate, and respond, 
the more you are willing and able to apply parts of this text that 
serve you. Responding also pulls you in, like the law of attraction, in 
your will to action in real-time reality.

Chapter One: is designed to help you peel back the layers of 
illusion so you can see the value of heartbreak in its design for you to 
take on the Call to Adventure, the next milestone that you have been 
divinely designed to discover.

Love and Blessings, 
Mingjie Zhai, Author & Journal-Artist
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Chapter Three
The Premise

The Apple of Eve’s Eye

  

From the three assertions about the Properties of Love: 

1. God is Love,

2. Love is Defined,

3. Love is a Choice,

one may extrapolate why God created Eve in keeping with the faith of who God is.  

If you run God’s character algorithm as God is Love defined and that this 

definition is in 1 Corinthians 13, then one may extrapolate that God is love (1) and God 
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is Good (+). Through this logical thought experiment, a different backstory of God’s 

relationship with Lucifer, the first apple of God’s eye, the Lucid Angel, the bearer of 

light, reveals itself. 

Lucifer has the best reasoning among all angels, the next best thing that epitomizes 

the Fruit of Judgement. True to God’s character in his Love for his son Lucifer, God 

created Eve in the hope that she may serve as a mirror darkly for Lucifer’s self-

realization process and deliverance from death into life. When we focus on Eve’s original 

purpose, we actually discover a beautiful Love Story between God and Lucifer.  

Did I get your attention yet?  

Some of you may be feeling terrible resistance. How can Light and Dark ever mix? 

That’s like mixing oil with water, you think.  Now, think about why you’re even thinking 

this way. Consider that the serpent energy is already within you and within us all, and that 

the act of reasoning is exactly why you are quite possibly thinking this way—resistance, 

incredulity, and perhaps a proclivity to dismiss the idea that God loves Lucifer. It is a 

simple algorithm if you follow the Biblical Origins story through the constant focus and 

faith on God’s Character as Good and as Love defined and confined  in 1 Corinthians 13 

so that The Love Story is refined. 

[God] is patient, kind, does not envy, does not boast, does not delight in evil, but 

rejoices with the truth, is not self-seeking, believes all things, hopes all things, bears all 

things, and endures all things.  

—An interpretation of God defined in 1 Corinthians 13:4-7 

Down the Rabbit Hole 

Ready to go down the Rabbit Hole with me?  

I ask you to ride along with me on the condition that you suspend your disbelief and 

let go of any preconceived notions you may have from previous education, religious 
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training, dogma, tradition, heritage, texts, culture, and hearsay. I will help that process by 

presenting the Origins of Spiritual Intelligence Story in Fiction, Based on a True ⧭… 

  

“God Codes” 

Fiction, Based on a True Algorithm of Spiritual Intelligence. 

Once upon a time, there was a test from God’s right hand angel, Lucifer:  

Which is more powerful—the power of love or the love of power?  

Based on his inquiry, Lucifer wondered if it is better to be God rather than to serve 

God.  

From these two questions, Lucifer came upon another inquiry, “Is God Good?”  

If God is Good then the power of love is greater than the love of power.  

If God is good than Lucifer’s brother and sisters, the heavenly angels, all choose to 

serve God rather than the possibility that they are being manipulated into serving God. 

Lucifer asked God, am I a sovereign spirit?  
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“Yes, you are,” answered God. 

A sovereign spirit is one that is created in God’s image, with one’s own divine 

matter, will, and act.  

While Lucifer affirmed his own divinity in act and in matter, he questioned his own 

sovereignty in will.  

“Love is Sovereign,” God affirms. 

Lucifer then reasoned: 

If Love is sovereign then I can choose to stay or I can choose to leave.  

God answers, “You may leave.”  

Lucifer leaves, but soon realizes he is alone in the leaving and so Lucifer comes 

back to God and says, “God, this still does not prove that Love is sovereign, because I 

can see that I may leave as I will to leave, but how do I know that my brothers and sisters 

also have this same will to leave? You could have made me the exception to the rule and 

had me thinking that we all have free will.”  

God’s goodness inspired God’s response to Lucifer’s test to God’s goodness with 

this offer: 

God presented the First Fruit from The Book of Life—The Power of the Producer 

to Produce Everlasting Life, and the Last Fruit from The Book of Knowledge—The 

Power to Know Definitively the Good and Evil will behind all Divine Acts.  

God tells Lucifer that he will receive both fruits, so Lucifer may affirm God’s true 

character, but he must choose which fruit he desires to receive first:  

The first fruit Lucifer chooses will be gifted to Lucifer on Lucifer’s time and the 

second fruit will be gifted to Lucifer on God’s time. 

All the heavenly angels witnessed as Lucifer meditated on which Fruit he wanted 

first.  
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Lucifer meditated 

The First Fruit is the Power to Produce Everlasting Life from The Book of Life. 

The Last Fruit is the Power to Know Good and Evil acts from Divine Will.  

You’ll see how the latter fruit, The Power to Know Good and Evil, causes 

dissociation for the one who has obtained the newfound power of Judgement without the 

fortitude of Love to wield its power. 

Then Lucifer reasoned 

If God’s Love for his creation is Good (selfless), then Love (and the power to create 

more love) is greater than Knowledge (knowing what is good and evil), and so it would 

be wise to first bite from the Fruit of Life. 

If God’s Love for his creation is Bad (selfish), then Love is a tool, a byproduct of 

Knowledge (knowing what is good and evil), and so it would be wise to first bite from the 

Fruit of Judgement.  
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In other words, if God’s Act in creating Lucifer is Good (for God and for Lucifer), 

then Love is greater than Knowledge, so biting from the Fruit of Life first is the logical 

choice since this power will allow one to produce more Life.  

If God’s Act in creating Lucifer is Bad (for God only), then biting from the Fruit of 

Judgement first is the logical choice since this will satisfy Lucifer’s inquiry regarding the 

good and bad will behind God’s Love.  

Lucifer Chose the Fruit of Judgement First 

Based on Lucifer’s doubt in God’s Love, Lucifer chose to bite from the Fruit of 

Judgement first to definitively know once and for all whether or not God’s love is selfish 

or selfless.   

When Lucifer bit from the Fruit of Judgement, his eyes were opened knowing good 

and evil.  

He looked upon God and realized definitively that God is all good in that the 

reasoning behind all His actions were indeed all good. Then, Lucifer looked at all his 

brothers and sisters and realized that they were also all good and the reasoning behind 

serving God were indeed all good.  

But when Lucifer looked within his own act, he knew that by biting from the Fruit 

of Judgement first, this act was based upon his doubt in God’s Love and this was bad.  

Properties of the Fruit:  

Judges Will as good or bad. 

Matter Will Act | Act Will Matter 

Our Reality |  The Dream World  

Contrary to popular belief, the Fruit of Judgement judges not the person doing the 

action, but the action itself as good or bad.  
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This Fruit is like the Queen’s Mirror in the tale of Snow White; The Fruit of 

Judgement judges the action, which reflects the state of the heart, or Divine Will, and that 

is why the Queen ordered the Huntsman to retrieve Snow White’s heart.  

The Fruit does not judge matter—only God can do that, but the Fruit Judges the will 

behind all acts, knowing whether or not each move brings you closer to God or pushes 

you further away from God. 

This is the duality of desire and design that leads to the duality of destiny, based 

on Love’s third property—Free Will. The absence of God is inherently considered “evil”

because it is the separation potential of all matters related to Love. Thus, evil is also the 

separation potential from God since God is Love and who is the Divine Creator of Love.  

At its root, the absence of love is the absence of God, and its potential cost comes at 

the invaluable price of the sacred law of Love’s sovereignty, specifically the property 

known as free will. In our collective unconscious, we ascribe the absence of love as “the 

void,” “null,” or the “Shadow.” In context to your life story, we refer the shadow as the 

Hero’s hidden desire and the Villain’s true desire, two sides that both make up the full 

you.  

  

Lucifer’s Fall 
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The Angels did not perceive Lucifer’s actions of biting the Fruit of Judgement as 

evil since they did not bite of the same fruit Lucifer bit into so they did not know the evil 

reasoning behind the action of Lucifer’s biting; The Angels saw God offering the Fruit to 

Lucifer as a gift.  

The angels still saw Lucifer as divine and good after Lucifer bit from the Fruit of 

Judgement and when his eyes were opened, knowing good and evil. It wasn’t that 

Lucifer’s worth increased or decreased. It was Lucifer’s perception of his worth that 

changed based on the awareness that the will behind the act of biting the fruit of 

judgement first (based on Lucifer’s doubt in God’s Goodness) is evil since doubt in God’s 

goodness is the separation potential from God.  However, God and the Angels still saw 

Lucifer as divine and good. Before Lucifer bit the fruit, he already embodied duality, but 

did not exploit the separation potential by acting upon it. God always chooses to see the 

Good in Lucifer, knowing evil, even in Lucifer’s doubt in the inquiry,“Is God Good?”  

The problem is not that duality exists. As long as Love is Sovereign, duality will 

always exist because of the separation potential in the Law of Divine Sovereignty 

inherent in Love as a choice. It is in how Lucifer reacted to the duality that became the 

problem—specifically, the awareness of evil—and an awareness of the separation 

potential from source that has caused cognitive dissonance, an existential crisis, and a 

fear-based reactive state in Lucifer. 

Thus, the only angel that did not see Lucifer as divine and good was Lucifer 

himself.  

Compared to Perfect Love through Perfect Action, Lucifer saw the gap between 

himself and everyone else.  

Lucifer’s fall originated from his own perceived gap in self-worth because he had 

conflated good and bad act with worth of being. Lucifer did not have any ill will against 

God when he first inquired, even in his own doubt regarding God’s Goodness, but once 

he was made aware of the separation potential of the shadow in his doubt of God’s 
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goodness, he became terrified of the other side of the design—which is Free Will’s 

capability of total separation from God, which is total void and total absence. 

In other words, Lucifer became aware of his shadow self—by first becoming 

familiar with his noble shadow, “doubting God’s goodness,” and then becoming totally 

aware that this noble shadow is the separation potential from God. Shadows are simply 

the potential (0) to completely leave God, the source of love. Lucifer had conflated the 

presence of his noble shadow, doubt, with his perceived sense of self-worth as not 

deserving of God’s love (guilt) by conflating the Shadow (his doubt) with Lucifer’s 

intrinsic worth (his divine matter).  

What Lucifer did not account for is that the act of biting the fruit contains both good 

and bad wills. In other words, the nature of Lucifer’s biting the apple is dualistic—on the 

one hand, Lucifer bit because Lucifer wanted to test the soundness of God’s Love (good 

will) and on the other hand, Lucifer doubted God’s Goodness (bad will).  

Because Lucifer’s Eyes were opened, the second eye represented his ability to both 

good and bad wills behind his act of biting the fruit. But seeing the Shadow in heaven is 

like seeing a ink blot on a white canvas, it becomes more apparent even though there is 

more good than bad present. The awareness of Lucifer’s Noble Shadow in questioning 

God’s Love terrified him (fear). Lucifer feared his own noble shadow, doubt in God’s 

Goodness. 

What Lucifer failed to perceive is that in the eyes of God, Lucifer is still divinely 

loved by his heavenly family and still judged Good in the eyes of God and his brethren 

angels in heaven. God is sovereign and loves Lucifer even while Lucifer felt the absence 

of love within his own spirit.  

Lucifer has confused bad will with bad matter. 

Lucifer has conflated will with worth. 

This is a type of logical fallacy:  

“I doubt God’s Goodness”  and “Doubting God’s Goodness is bad”  
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∴ “I am bad.”  

Though Lucifer doubted the functionality of Love as a manipulation tool rather than 

accepting Love for what it is, Lucifer did not commit sin, which is the activation of that 

potential. It was when Lucifer told his first lie and acted upon that lie that activated the 

separation potential from God. 

Shadows are not Sins 

When Lucifer saw the gap between his bad will (0) compared to God’s good will 

(1), he felt a new phenomenon of guilt mixed with fear—specifically self-blame mixed 

with the feeling of unworthiness in belonging to a family of perfection when he is now 

conscious of his imperfection. This newfound knowledge comes from knowing the 

Shadow within.  

What Lucifer was not aware of at the time of his biting was that the Shadow was 

already in existence, long before Lucifer bit from the Fruit of Judgement. Lucifer is 

created in God’s image and God judged this good, so Lucifer operated in love and in 

innocence even when Lucifer made the inquiry,  

“Is God good?”  

Lucifer questioned God’s goodness in innocence.  

This is not sinful.  

To doubt, to ask, to question is not sinful.  

The existence of the Shadow in its noble form, I doubt God’s Goodness, is not 

sinful.  

Shadows reflect the presence of Divine Sovereignty and God judged Free Will 

Good. 

The First Experience of Guilt in Heaven 
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Because Lucifer discovered the existence of Shadows within himself, he took it 

personally by internalizing it as “he is evil,” which is simply not the case. In any case, 

Lucifer experienced guilt. 

Guilt is also Good because guilt reflects the presence of the Noble Shadow, or the 

ugly truth. A Noble Shadow is founded upon truth and reflects what is. A Noble Shadow 

will set the Sovereign Spirit on a course towards becoming more like God since God’s 

Power is founded upon Truth—the full truth, knowing good and evil. Once you have 

accepted the Noble Shadow, God can then help you exercise the true function of the Fruit 

of Judgement which is to discover the depth of Love by first knowing the contrast 

between love and its absence revealed in your Free Will. In other words, to be like God is 

to know good and evil and exercise your free will in choosing Good.  

The presence of guilt is the presence of the Noble Shadow (1). To mask guilt is to 

alchemize the Shadow (0).  

Guilt is masked by shame and blame, which together builds a persona, or a false 

self, also known as an alter-ego.  

Under shame, one hides the evil will because fears its own noble shadow and thinks 

that by denying and hiding it, one can get rid of it alone and in secret. Under shame, one 

is afraid of becoming “the other,” separate from the rest, so one uses a persona to hide the 

shadow self.   

Let’s remind ourselves that Lucifer inquired from a place of childlike innocence.  

When Lucifer became conscious of the evil will behind the act of choosing the Fruit 

of Judgement to bite first based on his doubt in God’s Goodness, he tried to hide the ugly 

truth or the Noble Shadow in shame. He hid because he had conflated bad act with his 

existential being in both matter and will. Another way of framing it is that he was the first 

beast of burden. What was the burden Lucifer was carrying? The conscious awareness 

that his doubting God’s Goodness is evil. The burden of consciousness is the burden of 
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becoming self-aware of one’s Shadow and this had caused the feeling of guilt and fear; 

then he hid this Shadow in shame. 

Brothers and sisters, stop thinking like children. In regard to evil be infants, but in 

your thinking be adults. 

1 Corinthians 14:20 , NIV 

What Caused Sin? 

To clarify, Lucifer did not sin against God by biting from the Fruit of Judgement. 

Sin was activated in three parts, whereby all three parts must be present for Sin to 

occur:  

1. First, Lucifer experienced guilt and fear when he became aware of 

the Shadow within him: doubt. Specifically, doubt that God’s Love 

may be a form of manipulation. When he bit the fruit of judgement 

first, this was a reflection of his doubt.  This doubt is the separation 

potential. 

2. Second, he hid this Shadow in shame, doubt, by not admitting to it.

3. Third, Lucifer omitted God’s Goodness in the reason of why he bit, 

attributed God’s Goodness upon himself, then projected his shadow 

onto God in blame, from “Doubt in Goodness” into “God doubts my 

goodness,” then acting upon it. 

The first part is the lie, the second part is the life-lie also known as the curse, and 

the last part is called the projection, and together the lie, the curse, the projection caused 

sin which caused the fall. The three parts, when alchemized together, produces dark 

magic, transforming the Noble Shadow into an Alchemized Shadow, which manifests 

evil.  
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The first Alchemized Shadow ever created in heaven was what caused the great 

schism in heaven. When Sovereign Spirit experi- ences guilt, one has the choice to hide 

or to reveal it to others. Shame is experienced as the act of the Spirit’s choice to hide the 

Shadow. However, even if unacknowledged, once the Shadow exists, it does not go away, 

even if masked over because the Shadow reflects what is as what is. If the Shadow is not 

acknowledged within the spirit, then it grows, and this is also known as “feeding the 

Shadow,” and when this happens, the Spirit can either take responsibility for it or project 

it through blame. The first way is God’s will and the second way is called sin, which by 

definition means to go against the will of God, who is always Good and always embodies 

Love in Action. Blame transforms a Noble Shadow, which is based on truth and is 

unreactive, into an Alchemized Shadow, which is based on lies and is highly reactive.  

The latter part, blame, catalyzes a lie into a curse which if unchecked, becomes sin, 

and this was how Lucifer fell from grace and left Heaven.  

When Lucifer acted out the life-lie, “God doubts my goodness,” Lucifer pushed 

God away.  
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The First Lie in Heaven 

The first lie in heaven initiated the first curse that led to the first fall in Heaven. 

* * * 

“The Lie”   

“The Curse” 

“The Fall” 

* * * 

God asked Lucifer, “What is this you have done?1” 

Lucifer answered, “I have bitten from the Fruit of Judgement.” This is true. 
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Then Lucifer added an extra statement, “...because I have God’s  

goodness,” before God and all of Creation. This is the serpent’s tail/tale, the extra 

statement transformed the entire statement from a truth into a lie.  

God asked Lucifer, “What is this you have done?” not because God did not know 

the answer, but because God wanted to know if Lucifer would come to his own right 

answer of, “I have bitten from the Fruit of Judgement because I have doubted your 

Goodness,” thus telling the truth while revealing the Shadow which would have reflected 

that Lucifer’s biting from the Fruit of Judgement was effective.  

Let’s remind ourselves that the words of divine matter have the power to create and 

destroy life, create blessings and curses, creating good and bad affective valences upon 

one’s own matter and upon other matters. In other words, divine will may speak truth or 

speak lies.  

The irony here is that had Lucifer just done the simple and hard thing—which is to 

tell the truth—humiliating as he may have perceived it, Lucifer would have demonstrated 

true humility, which is always grounded upon truth, and the rest of the Angels would not 

have noticed anything wrong since they do not comprehend evil. They see everything as 

all good, the way God judged all of His creation as all good.  

Instead, Lucifer created a lie, “...because I have God’s Goodness,” which is the 

initiation of a curse.  

Little did Lucifer know that the lie he said before all of heaven, “...because I have 

God’s Goodness,” was actually the true desire he wanted for himself, but without the true 

pride of obtaining what is and without the true humility of admitting what’s so. This short 

circuits Lucifer’s Hero’s Journey because one does not pursue what one does not admit 

he wants, and Lucifer wants to wield the power of the fruit like the way God wields it, 

but Lucifer is stuck on his journey because he can not obtain what he truly desires if he 

does not admit what he truly wants. Instead, he denies the Shadow as if it had never even 

existed while knowing that it does, and takes credit for God’s Goodness, while projecting 
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his Shadow onto God, effectively alchemizing Lucifer’s own Shadow into a false persona 

called Satan.  

This becomes a big problem in Heaven.  

Ye lust, and have not: Ye kill, and desire to have, 

and cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet ye have not, 

because ye ask not. Ye ask, and receive not, because ye 

ask amiss, that ye may consume it upon your lusts.  

—James 4:2-3, King James Version 

We have come to know this phenomenon as false pride: pretending to have when 

you have not.  

Here’s the irony: pretending to have while actually not having prevents you from 

developing an intimate two-way relationship with God because you can’t ask for 

something you think you already have but actually don’t have, but if you are aware that 

you have not that thing, then you can ask for that very thing you have not.  

So, the Quest inside the Producer’s Playbook is becoming aware of that thing you 

are pretending you have but you actually have not.  

Part of that awareness is knowing what is blocking you from sustaining the 

pretension (pretending + tension) that is continuing the life-lie that a deeper part of your 

soul is hoping you can rely on God to break for you.  

Now let’s go back to Lucifer’s dilemma:  

By lying to God and to himself, “I have God’s Goodness,” this actually short 

circuited the Hero’s true pursuit of obtaining God’s Goodness. Another way of looking at 

it is Lucifer’s lie “robbed himself” of the opportunity to make good on the new found 

fruit of knowing good and evil.  

Let’s Meditate On This 
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With Lucifer’s newfound power of gnosis, he could have proven that the fruit 

actually works for him had he told the truth:  

“I have bitten from the fruit because God gave the fruit in faith.” This would have 

shown true pride. 

Or he could have said: 

“I have bitten from the fruit because I doubted God’s goodness in  

love so I bit to know if this is true.” 

This would have revealed Lucifer’s true humility. 

Instead, Lucifer lied in shame: 

“I have bitten from the fruit because I have doubted God’s  

goodness.”  

This is called, “the sin of omission,” because omitting a key word transforms the 

truth into a lie, which is the initiation of a curse.  

The direct consequence of seizing the true desire as if Lucifer has already obtained 

it without actually obtaining it, short circuits the true pursuit of the Hero’s Journey and 

alchemizes the truth of the Noble Shadow, “I doubt God’s goodness” into the alchemized 

one, “God doubts my goodness.”  

Lucifer has taken the Shadow and exercised his Divine Will by alchemizing it from 

“I doubt God’s goodness” 🜃 “I have God’s goodness.”  

The root of sin is manifested through an Alchemized Shadow by first bending the 

truth for self-serving purposes rather than integrating the Shadow to serve God’s purpose, 

which is always the purpose of love defined in 1 Corinthians 13.  

God gifted Lucifer the Fruit of Knowledge, knowing the non, fully aware of the 

Shadow, risking the separation to reveal the third property of love—the Sovereignty of 

Love—in other words, love as a choice, according to the law of Free Will for each 

sovereign spirit to choose love and its absence.  
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It is in the absence, or the void, the non, that creates the depth of love. Imagine a 

stage in a play, where certain characters are lit by light, surrounded by darkness. The 

contrast between light and dark reveals the depth, which is why God gave Lucifer the 

name, “bearer of light,” for it is Lucifer who is the first angel that bears the weight of the 

non to reveal the depth of love in time.  

Lucifer’s inquiry is also God’s way of revealing Love’s sovereignty to the inquirer. 

God’s Goodness in True Love Embodied is reflected by the design of Free Will in the 

existence of the Shadow.  

In this context, Lucifer’s ability to integrate with the Shadow would have looked 

like:  

“I doubt God’s goodness” 🜁 “I want God’s goodness”  

In other words, to Integrate the Shadow is to first acknowledge the Noble Shadow 

and then speak life into the Shadow’s Hidden Desire, which is always Good; Since the 

Shadow is the inherent potential of Love’s absence, the Shadow is always attracted to 

Love’s presence through the law of polarity. This is the key to Integrating the Shadow, 

which means to bring the Villain’s Hidden Desire into full awareness, realization, and 

completion.  

“I want God’s Goodness.”  

This encapsulates the heart of all esoteric wisdom—integrating dark with light.  

Lucifer Lied to Hide His Shadow 

Instead of coming forth and exposing the Shadow, Lucifer tried to “make up” for 

the perceived gap by creating a lie to hide it. The problem with creating something “new” 

is that you can not create something new from nothing (only God can do that), so what 

Lucifer did was create something from something already in existence;  

Because Lucifer chose to take matters into his own hands, he took credit for the 

actions of another’s good will—in this case, God’s Goodness in Love, and lied to God, to 
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his brethren, and to himself that he has God’s Goodness when in fact he does not have 

God’s Goodness.  

To have God’s Goodness means to know good and evil and still choose to do good, 

take right action, and be good.  

The Life-Lie Acted Out Creates the Curse that Alchemizes the Shadow 

Little did Lucifer know that creating this lie, “I have God’s Good- ness” willed his 

matter into acting upon this life-lie. According to the Sovereignty of Love, when Divine 

Matter speaks truth or speaks lies, what results from one’s spoken word is the proclivity 

to act out one’s truth or lie.  

The only problem with Lucifer’s acting out the life-lie that “I have God’s 

Goodness” is that by the very act of taking credit for something he did not inherently earn 

will render the truth to become false, causing dissociation within the spirit, and creating a 

false self, or a persona that the soul instinctively rejects.  

This is how the fall is created—the spiraling downward, the Kathodos, of the 

separation potential enacted, now in motion, what James Joyce describes as “kinetic art,” 

towards fear and loathing or desire, also known as the manipulation of the Noble Shadow 

into an Alchemized one.  

Operating Life through an Alchemized Shadow is called a Curse, 

which is a Life-lie Acted Out 

All of Heaven felt the effects of Lucifer’s changed behavior. Though the angels 

could not articulate what it was that was wrong with Lucifer, they instinctively knew that 

something was wrong. When the statement is not aligned with reality, when one’s words 

do not align with one’s action, when life-lies are acted out as if it were the truth but in 

fact, are relative truths, which are lies, then this is evil manifesting in heaven. Let’s 
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remind ourselves that the Fruit of Judgement only sees the truth and not relative truth, so 

any deviations from the truth is the act of alchemizing one’s Shadow, and any 

Alchemized Shadow that is acted out as if it is true when in fact it is not true, is a curse 

that will lead to love’s absence (0).  

The Absence of Love is Death (0); The shape of The Fall is an upside down 

triangle, spiraling downward towards death, also known as a Tragedy.  

* * * 

A Tragedy Spirals Downward 

“The Shadow” causes Fear. 

“The Curse” causes Apathy. 

“The Fall” causes Judgement. 

* * * 

Matter →Will → Act 

Although the Noble Shadow does not affect the bad or good valence of Divine 

Matter, the Alchemized Shadow does. This is because the Alchemized Shadow is the 

exercise of Divine Will upon Divine Matter and thus has the ability to bless and curse 

itself. Since Divine Will is always the ability to choose God or to leave God, the 

existence of the Noble Shadow is the separation potential of God, and thereby the 

existence of Love’s free will. The existence of an Alchemized Shadow is the act of 

leaving God, or acting upon the will to choose God’s absence, thereby affecting the 

valences of Divine Matter.  

Lessons from Lucifer’s First Lie 

Telling the truth behind one’s action may be hard but it is also simple because it 

takes a basic amount of meditation to discern right from wrong action since you have 
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inherited the fruit in the DNA that makes you. Through legacy, the Fruit of Knowledge 

enables you to discern right from wrong.  

Since the burden of consciousness is knowing the potential of love’s separation 

behind all acts, it is thereby your responsibility to relieve yourself of the burden of 

consciousness by relying on God when filling in the gap between where you are and 

where you want to be, what is and what should be, and who you are now and who you 

could be later.  

Humanity has explored two possible ways of becoming aware of a life-lie: through 

communion in the realm of art and through confession in spiritual rituals, rites, and 

relationships.  

If one speaks lies, one becomes bound by the Law of Divine Sovereignty that ties 

together Divine Matter, Will, and Act. The proclivity towards living out the life-lie may 

also influence others in doing the same, thereby tilting the scale a little more towards hell. 

Divine matter can curse itself through a life-lie, which is acting as if the lie is true. On the 

other hand, if you live out your true passion, design, and purpose, you will effectively 

and literally make the world a better place.  

By exerting divine action towards the initiatory lie, the first lie, divine matter may 

act out a series of life-lies, also known as a curse, to justify the first lie, and over time, 

this creates a toxic environment because according to the law of divine action, a life-lie 

acted out can influence other divine matters to act out the same lie in a chain of events, 

that produces a living hell, based on self- will run riot, leading to the absence of love.  

A curse is the activation point of a tragic story, also known as “the fall” of the Hero.  
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The First Curse in Heaven 

If you viewed Lucifer’s lie from a chemical equation as truth being inherently a 

type of matter, you would realize that this equation is unbalanced. In other words, Lucifer 

had to take God’s Goodness and attribute it upon himself for this lie to happen. But then 

that leaves an unbalanced equation; If Lucifer has God’s Goodness then who has the 

presence of doubt? Where does that go?  

What happened next is called a projection.  

Lucifer had switched attributions, which resulted in a false displacement—he had 

attributed God’s goodness upon himself.  

False pride, which is unearned attributions, resulted when Lucifer traded his bad 

will, “doubting God’s goodness,” onto God, and this causes a second sin, false humility, 
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which is unfair punishment, specifically God being unfairly punished (slandered) for 

some- thing He did not do to deserve.  

One lie initiated the manifestation of two sins: False Pride, which is unearned 

attribution and False Humility, which is undeserved punishment.  

False Humility is Blame 

Lucifer blamed God. 

Blame is what activated the separation potential. 

Projection is what separates two Divine matters from being  

connected with one other. 

Projection is the act of taking the Shadow hidden in shame, then attributing the 

negative valence qualities onto the object of the observer in blame. The object by whom 

the subject is projecting onto assumes the qualities of the subject’s Shadow, thus creating 

an Alchemized Shadow of the one who is doing the projecting. This is how hate begins to 

fester—it begins with the soul’s ability to bend Shadows, creating a false persona, and 

creates its own trapped walls inside a shell, also known as the ego, which transforms the 

Noble state of the Shadow (unreactive) into an Alchemized Shadow (highly reactive).  

The Producer’s Playbook acknowledges the distinction between a Noble Shadow 

(i.e. Snow White is the fairest maiden of them all) and an Alchemized Shadow (i.e. I must 

kill Snow White so I can become the fairest maiden in the kingdom). One is founded 

upon the truth and the other is laced with ill will, manipulation, and lies.  

An Alchemized Shadow is highly reactive because it is based on lies, and lies will 

bind to other life-lies to perpetuate, fuel, and feed the kinetic energy required to separate 

from God. The challenge with an Alchemized Shadow is that, over time, it will have its 

own consciousness—its own desire, pursuit, and purpose—also known as the “Villain’s 

True Desire,” that is in direct contradiction with its Original Design, or the Hero’s True 
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Desire. This Alchemized Shadow has many names but it is the same dark force we all 

battle with within.  

The silver lining of this tragedy is that the Alchemized Shad- ow’s hidden desire 

or the Villain’s Hidden Desire, is for its suffering to end by seeking the truth.  

Shame hides the Shadow and initiates the lie, and blame creates the curse by acting 

out the lie, setting in motion a series of lies, also known as a life-lie, that perpetuates the 

act of separating from God. Lucifer’s curse created the Alchemized Shadow that wound 

up consuming Lucifer and transformed him into “Satan,” or the dissociated state of 

Lucifer. As an illustration, think of the difference between the fact that it is Snow White 

who is more beautiful than the Queen (Noble Shadow), and the Queen blaming Snow 

White for that fact (Alchemized Shadow).  

The analogy of a Noble Shadow becoming alchemized or manipulated into a tool 

rather than a phenomenon to be observed, respected, and understood would be the act of 

oxidizing the noble gas xenon with PtF6, a powerful electron-stealing oxidation agent, 

forcing the noble gas xenon from its pure state—unreactive—to a new state that it is 

highly unstable for the noble gas xenon, to become a compound state of XePtF62, 

something that it was not designed for.  

Because of the Law of Divine Sovereignty, allowing the Shadow to be where it is 

versus manipulating the Shadow for self-serving purposes is a reflection of and in 

position parallel to Lucifer’s original question posed to God, “Is God Good?”  

Is God using Love as a tool for control or is God’s Love so Good that Creation 

naturally draw near to Him?  

“Nature never breaks her own laws”  

—Leonardo Da Vinci    
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What does this mean? It means Alchemized Shadows are the result of the sovereign 

spirit’s free will, in honor of Divine Will, and not of God’s Will. Each soul has a choice 

the way the heart chakra vibrates in ones and zeros as a choice moment by moment. 

There is a ghost in the organic shell that chooses.  

Free will exists.  

Contrary to popular belief, it was not that Lucifer doubted God’s Goodness in 

creating him that created Lucifer’s fall, but it is through Lucifer’s lie that initiated 

the curse that activated the fall. A lie spoken into a curse is a lie that is acted out. 

The result of taking something that doesn’t belong to you is projecting onto someone else 

something that does belong to you.  

Lucifer chose to do a simple swap-a-roo: He projected his evil potential and doubt 

onto God and took credit for God’s good reasoning and then attributed it upon himself, 

activating the separation potential.  

The Nature of False Pride 

The nature of false pride is taking something that is not yours, that you did not earn, 

that you did not put in the investment in sowing and then pretending that you did. In other 

words, taking credit for someone else’s good work is false pride.  

False pride pretends the Shadow does not exist because it is too ashamed to ask for 

help in exposing it. In Lucifer’s case, he wanted to avoid the fact that he doubted God’s 

Goodness.  

In layman’s terms, we call this particular alchemization of the Shadow, “feeding the 

Shadow.” When the Noble Shadow is altered, then Divine Matter who is doing the 

altering becomes consumed by the altered Shadow, creating an alter-ego, or a false 

persona, that aims to lead Divine Matter towards death.  

Divine matter has the ability to bend the truth, also known as “telling a lie,” or 

speaking in relative truths; it is called “relative truth” because this “truth” is relative to 
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the Truth, but not the Truth. It nears the mark but isn’t on the mark. It is orbiting around 

it. The Truth has a gravitational pull to it. The Truth is always more powerful than lies 

and has the power to break curses.  

Sin is acting upon the direction that is contrary to God’s divine will for you. Sin is a 

burden on the soul, like wearing metal chains while carrying heavy boulders uphill from 

sunrise to sunset, day in and day out, doing the same thing over and over again, with the 

same results—futility.  

The first sin in heaven was Lucifer’s life-lie that he has already obtained God’s 

Goodness acted out and the second sin was Lucifer’s life-lie that God doubts 

Lucifer’s goodness acted out.  

All this time, God’s divine will for Lucifer is to speak the truth with the newfound 

discernment from the fruit of Judgement: “I bit from the Fruit of Knowledge because God 

gave in faith,” or “I bit from the Fruit of Knowledge because I doubted God’s goodness.”  

We don’t know exactly what Lucifer did in heaven to push God and his brethren 

angels away, but what we do know is that whatever Lucifer actually did, he was pushing 

God away. As a result of acting upon his projection, “God doubts my goodness,” Lucifer 

created a schism between his relationship with God and this is the beginning of the 

schism in heaven.  

It’s the Act that Creates the Pact 

It is always the act that creates the pact towards redemption or revenge. You can 

have all the ill will, evil-eye, lies, and threats upon someone else’s life, but if your action 

is actualized as your climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, meditating for three months at a 

monastery, and learning tai chi, your act creates the pact with God.  

Similarly, if you have all the feelings of faith surrounding God’s goodness but your 

action actualized is your kicking a dog because the dog kept peeing on the carpet of your 

pristine living room, then your act convicts the reality of your faith.  
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True pride is good acts actualized.  

Lucifer’s False Pride: I know my action for biting the fruit is based on my doubt in 

God’s Goodness, but I will act out the life-lie as if I already have God’s Goodness and act 

out the curse that God doubts my goodness.  

What is the Lesson of False Pride? 

Perhaps pay attention to your verbs and what you are actually acting out. 

What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if 

someone claims to have faith but has no deeds? Can 

such faith save them? Suppose a brother or a sister is 

without clothes and daily food. If one of you says to 

them, ‘Go in peace; keep warm and well fed,’ but does 

nothing about their physical needs, what good is it? In 

the same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by 

action, is dead.  

But someone will say, ‘You have faith; I have 

deeds.’ 

Show me your faith without deeds, and I will 

show you my faith by my deeds. 

—James 2:14-18, NIV 

The Nature of False Humility 

False humility pretends the Shadow is somewhere else and seeks first to fix a 

Shadow out there rather than deal with the Shadow within.  

Projection is a reaction to the spirit’s act of avoidance, or what we know in the 

Hero’s Journey as a “Refusal of the Call,” in dealing with the presence of the Shadow 

within.  
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Projecting one’s alchemized shadow onto another person’s character attributes, then 

blaming them for the alchemized shadow one actually assumes but has avoided in the 

confronting, deconstructing, and integrating is called false humility.  

False humility hides the Shadow in shame, then avoids the responsibility of 

“dealing with” self by projecting the alchemized shadow onto someone else in blame.  

This causes undue suffering and unfair punishment of the other.  

Unfair punishment for a crime someone did not commit is false humility.  

False humility is convicting an innocent man of a crime he did not commit.  

False humility is concentration camps, re-education camps, and genocide.  

False humility is omitting the goodness of others by projecting blame and shame 

onto that person in judgement, labels, and unforgiveness.  

False humility is stone throwing.  

False humility tries to make up for the Shadow by hiding the Shadow in shame, 

then projecting the alchemized shadow onto the subject of the projection. False humility 

is the more insidious of the two sins because false humility is subtle and takes longer to 

reveal itself than false pride.  

The Nature of Guilt 

Guilt is the root of shame and blame, but guilt itself is not intrinsically bad, whereas 

shame and blame are intrinsically bad.  

Guilt is grounded on truth and shame and blame is grounded on lies. Guilt is divine 

matter’s ability to sense right from wrong and if it is wrong, guilt will show as a spiritual 

indicator whether or not one is on or off the mark.  

Guilt also reflects the existence of the Shadow, which reflects the existence of Free 

Will, and Free Will is always Good. This is the burden of consciousness or the weight of 

knowing the existence of the non, or the void, or the separation potential from God within 

us all.  
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The key is to transform shame and blame back into guilt, which is the Noble 

Shadow, and from there, allow God to help you integrate it through God’s grace.  

But first, 

Let’s put Lucifer’s Fall into a chronological timeline: Lucifer’s question 

Fruit bitten 

Evil Eye opens 

Guilt 

Lucifer’s perceived inadequacy 

Shame 

Lucifer’s Lie 

Blame 

Lucifer’s Projection onto God 

Lucifer’s Fall  

False Pride and False Humility Revisited 

Lucifer felt guilt when he saw the Shadow within himself.  

The first “sin,” started from Lucifer’s attempt to make up for the gap on his own 

will by lying, creating false pride.  

False pride is unearned goodness.  

The good reason behind why Lucifer bit is self-evident to both God and to Lucifer: 

Lucifer bit because of God’s goodness.  

Once Lucifer sees the truth, he cannot unsee it.  

Lucifer took credit for God’s goodness in an effort to make up for the perceived gap 

of unworthiness he secretly saw in himself.  

False pride is taking credit for something you did not actually earn.  
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Then Lucifer projected the evil reasoning of doubting God’s goodness onto God, by 

flipping it as in “God doubts my goodness,” creating the inverse and opposite of the truth, 

which is the Alchemized Shadow.  

False humility is creating undeserved punishment.  

False Pride and False Humility create Sin 

In other words, when Lucifer took credit for God’s Goodness, Lucifer went against 

the Will of God, and this is described as,“being off the mark.” Then when Lucifer 

attributed his Shadow, “doubt in God’s goodness” onto God, he slandered God through a 

projection by attributing his doubt onto God as in: “God doubts Lucifer’s goodness.”  

A Shadow projected onto another Divine Matter in false humility is an Alchemized 

Shadow, which is the opposite and inverse valence quality of the Truth.  

It was the projection of Lucifer’s Shadow that initiated the separating between 

Lucifer and God.  

It was the projection that initiated Lucifer’s falling.  

As a sovereign spirit, Lucifer chose to hide the ugly truth behind his act of biting. 

He also chose to project the ugly truth onto God, thereby pushing God away as a series 

of life-lies acted out.  

Ironically, had Lucifer taken responsibility for his first ugly truth, “I have bitten 

from the Fruit of Judgement first because I have doubted God’s goodness,” he would 

have come forth in true humility. Humility itself would have redeemed him back into 

Good. Telling the truth is always God’s will because God’s will is always in alignment 

with the Truth revealed inside The Book of Knowledge. When Lucifer’s sovereign will 

went against God’s sovereign will, this is sin, or activating the fall, the direction of 

leaving God (0).   

God is Patient 
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God does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. God did not call out 

Lucifer’s gap in hopes that Lucifer would come to the truth on his own accord. According 

to the Law of Divine Will, the Truth itself will act as its own redeeming agent for Divine 

Matter.  

God is patient for Lucifer to come into his own self-aware- ness, self-realization, 

and freedom from the bondage of self, in hopes that one day Lucifer may be willing to 

rely on God to help him break the self-perpetuated life-lies that are causing the spiraling 

down, the kathodos, the descent into hell.  

  

We now see Lucifer’s lie as an act of false pride, but what had initiated this act is 

the fear that resulted from doubt in God’s Good- ness. Perhaps he feared that God and 

the heavenly family would not find him worthy and reject him. The fear of being driven 
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out of heaven ironically created scenarios that reinforced Lucifer being driven out by his 

acting out the life-lie, “God doubt’s my goodness,” in heaven.  

Fear initiates the absence of love. 

This is the separation potential from God that exists in the Noble  

Shadow. 

The true nature of evil is the complete absence of Love.  

Refusal of the Call 

Lucifer had inadvertently reprogrammed himself by acting out the life-lie of his 

perceived right as God without the actual goodness in inheriting the throne of God.  

This type of false pride, where one assumes the Hero’s true desire without the 

fortitude, faith, and the Way of Love in manifesting the rewards from the actual 

achievement is like the nature of someone battling with addiction.  

One has the sensation of achievement, but sidesteps the The Love Story journey in 

actualizing the true realization of that desire. The addict is trapped in the realm of 

illusion, stagnant on a stop thinking it is a destination. While the person holds onto the 

temporary illusion of an upward spiral, in actuality, the person has not yet done the work 

it takes to manifest transcendence in the upward spiral of this reality. Then the addict 

tries, in futile attempts, to rid the sobering reality of refusing one’s call by chasing the 

white dragon of illusory oblivion and stays in arrested development.  

Whatever the addictive substance maybe, addiction has the same aim—addiction is 

designed to stagnate the Hero’s Journey by maintaining the illusion of the Way without 

actually doing the work it takes to be on the Way.  

A shortcut to paradise is nothing short of the Hero’s Refusal of the Call. How do 

you know when you’ve detracted from the Way or refused the Call to your own life 

adventure?  
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Let’s remind ourselves that one cannot unsee good and evil, so the sobering reality 

will eventually catch up to us and become self- evident. We may be able to lie to others. 

For a temporary time, we may even be able to fool ourselves with our own lies, but 

eventually, the truth will catch up to us. Our heart does not lie. Some- where, deep within 

our own psyche, we do not desire to be self- deluded, repressed, and kept in the state of 

arrested development. When it comes to the truth, we can run from it, but we can’t hide 

from it, because like a nagging ghost, truth will always catch up to us.  

The blockage that prevented Lucifer’s redemption came from this reasoning:  

Why would I bother to serve a God who is constantly doubting my goodness?  

This is the Refusal of the Call.  

Lucifer lost his way when he began acting as if God doubted his goodness even at a 

time when he deserved this kind of doubting since he lied. However, God being God did 

not doubt Lucifer’s goodness, but chooses faith over fear, compassion over apathy, and 

chooses the power of Love over Judgement in transforming the angel who has lost his 

way.  

God and the heavenly angels did not experience envy for Lucifer, like a sober 

individual does not experience envy for the town drunk dancing by himself in the middle 

of the square.  

The heavenly angels are indeed made in God’s image, and they were not concerned 

if Lucifer was the “better” angel, for all angels had unique gifts that were “better than” 

someone else’s, but what was disconcerting to all the angels was the way Lucifer was 

being after he had reprogrammed himself. Lucifer started boasting about himself, 

speaking blasphemy against God, inverting truth into lies, and this concerned all the 

angels. In their best attempts to help Lucifer “snap out of it,” they could not help him 

break his own spell.  
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The more Lucifer reasoned, argued, and “won” arguments against his brothers and 

sisters, the more he could see his own evil growing within his spirit since the Fruit of 

Judgement shows Lucifer’s action as good and evil without prejudice.  

Like A Picture of Dorian Gray3, Lucifer could see the darkness growing within his 

center. This snowball effect, a positive feedback loop, where the more Lucifer “won” the 

arguments against his fellow angels, the more guilt and shame he felt inside. The heavier 

the burden of carrying all that judgement became, the more Lucifer needed to blame and 

project in order to sustain the life-lie, “God doubts my goodness.”  

Hidden Shadows unexposed create a kind of spiritual self- condemnation, as if the 

weight of the world is upon only your shoulders to carry.  

The more darkness building within his heart, the more he started pushing God and 

his kindred spirits away.  

When God saw Lucifer self-sabotaging and self-isolating, He judged that this was 

not good.  

God asked who would have compassion for Lucifer by falling with Lucifer so that 

God could run a test to see if he could help Lucifer break through this spell to hell. 

Thirty-three percent, or one- third of the angels, chose to fall with Lucifer out of love and 

compassion for him. In faith, these angels subjected themselves to what Lucifer had 

subjected himself to, for they saw the Fruit of Judgement as spiritual poison by way it 

had already altered Lucifer’s way of being. One-third of the angels in heaven had 

willingly chosen to fall in an act of compassion for Lucifer, in faith that one day, God 

will find a way to reverse the curse.  

Compassion means to suffer with.  

Present Suffering and Future Glory 

I consider that our present sufferings are not 

worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed 
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in us.  For the creation waits in eager expectation for 

the children of God to be revealed. For the creation 

was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but 

by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the 

creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to 

decay and brought into the freedom and glory of the 

children of God. 

We know that the whole creation has been 

groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the 

present time. 

—Romans 8:18-22, New International Version 

Have you ever loved someone so much but no matter what you said or did to try 

and convince the person that this person is worthy, it did not make a difference because 

that person's mind was already made up?  

Until you could first embrace your own worthiness, there is nothing under the sun 

that anyone could say or do that would move you towards redemption unless it was your 

will to move. Not even God can force your will. What makes you think you can force 

your will upon another person’s will and vice versa?  

Someone can inspire you, but ultimately free will is always a choice.  

So the Question is: How do you help yourself and another person towards 

redemption while still respecting the Law of Divine Sovereignty?  

The backstory of Lucifer’s Fall sets the stage for the Original Producer—Eve.  
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1 Based on the question God asked Eve in Genesis 3:13 and on the premise that Eve serves as a mirror darkly for 
Satan to see Lucifer’s fall in Eve’s fall.

2 Ball, Philip. “Impossible Chemistry: Forcing Noble Gases to Work.” New Scientist, www.newscientist.com/
article/mg21328481-700-impossible-chemistry-forcing-noble-gases-to-work/.

3 “The Picture of Dorian Gray.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 11 July 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Picture_of_Dorian_Gray.

 “You got to keep breaking your heart until it opens”
—Rumi
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